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Boring catches Bigfoot near Gauldin Hall
A seven-foot-tall monster, covered with
black hair and answering the description
of the elusive "Bigfoot," was captured last
Wednesday night as he attempted to crawl
into a side window of Gauldin Hall.
Preliminary police reports stated that the
monster was subdued after being shot in
the rear flank by a "sleeper dart," fired
from the special "Bigfoot" hunting rifle
owned by world-renowned Bigfoot hunter
and insomniac curer Frankly Boring.
Boring, who was on the Clemmons campus for a speaking engagement entitled
"How Bigfoot Lectures Can Put You to
Sleep," sneaked out during his speech to
search for the elusive beast. Boring said
later that hardly anyone missed him, since
he had cured all the insomnia earlier in his
lecture. (A survey taken by the Buzzard of
five of the 23 people attending the speech
tended to support his assertion. Replied
one, "Who cares if he left? It was the best
I've slept in years.")
Clemmons Police Chief Smack Weeden,
who is also heading the investigation into
the disappearance of former Clemmons
football player Ninny Cummingmom,
stated that he had never seen such a good
job of detective work: "Darned if I know
how Boring and McBeggor (Sleepers
Bureau chairman Gimme McBeggor)
tracked that ugly, stinking animal all the
way from Jersey Athletic Supporter to
Gauldin Hall. My men have a hard time
following anyone who's not spitting chewing tobacco more than 10 feet."
But McBeggor noted that the animal
earlier had been seen driving a large pink
automobile towards Gauldin Hall. "Also,"
noted McBeggor, "we heard from the 2,356
people Boring has interviewed in mental

hospitals, that "Bigfoots" smell a lot like
burning rope. And anyone knows that
Gauldin Hall is the only place on Clemmons where rope burning goes on 24 hours
a day. Therefore, we thought Bigfoot
might be lured that way."
A Buzzard reporter on the scene at
Gauldin stated that the tranquilized
"Bigfoot" kept mumbling something
about a "Snitsburg Peelers training
camp." But police quickly whisked the
animal off to. the Sickens County Law
Evadement Center for questioning.
In other developments near Gauldin
Hall, police are continuing their investigation into the Wednesday night disappearance of Ninny Cummingmom. Cummingmom's pink pimpmobile, which has
been parked in the 30-minute zone in front
of Gauldin for four days, was noticed to be
empty by a patrolling beater maid. "After
I put those 58 tickets on it, I thought he
might move it, but I guess he didn't," she
noted.
Cummingmom, who returns to Clemmons every spring, is presently trying to
complete work on his degree in elementary child beating. One of Cummingmom's
teachers expressed distress over his disappearance. "I guess these education
courses just got to be too much for him.
That happens, you know."
But Weeden stated that the investigation
will continue. "I just don't know how someone seven feet tall could disappear into
broad daylight," Weeden said. "Now if it
had been night, it might be a different
story."

BIGFOOT EXPLORER Frankly Boring captivated his audience at Tillman
Auditorium. Even the janitor seemed taken by the lecture.

Can't draw? Can't type? Can't
pass English 101? We've got a
place for you. Call the Barnicle.
2320.

Are you going to jump? Let our
photographers know.
Give money, Help make, Wizzbiff go silent.

Hey AH You Library Directors!
Announcing a Brand New Product Just For You

Oil Of Gerley
Are you having trouble with some no-count faculty senate that won't let
you run your library the way you see fit?
Are the subcommittees assigned to the selection process for new staff
members acting in a logical, reasonable, but totally out of character
way?
Do you want to circumvent the logical process so that little secretary
working on the ground floor can become assistant big shot?
If so, we have the product for you!
It's Oil Of Gerley - that magic liquid that allows you to slip that little
known employee right past the watchful eyes of faculty members into
the assistant-boss's position.
Guaranteed to even let her slip past the dean of the university.

Order your advance trial-size bottle of
this magical liquid today. Send $3.95
to Oil of Gerley, The R.M. Whopper
Library, Clemmons, S.C.

ir

SEND TODAY
(If not completely satisfied, or if the
faculty senate catches you, one-fiftifth
of your money will be returned.)

"It worked for me, it can work for you
too."

-Inventor of this
wonderful product,
Gurly Gurley.
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GROUNDTAPE
AND GRAIN
BEVERAGE
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and friends of

We may not be able to convince "Lip" that this stuff
is good but other people
think so. We got wheat
germ, alfalfa, soybeans,
and lots of mouth-watering
goodies.

The
Beansprout
-

334 College Ave.
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Due to circumstances beyond our control and understanding, the
director of our computer center has recently left.. We now have an
opening for the right person.

Do you work well with
figures? (No, not that kind,
stupid, the kind you add up on
paper.)

"Ahhh. That's the way tape should
taste." Brews in just I8V2 minutes!!!

Do you work well with people? (No, not just ladies, any
employees.)

maxell.

Can you organize an efficient
system of working which will
be totally unobvious to the
outside world?

Maxell Blank Tape
Now Available

UDXL-I-C60
UDXL-I-C90
UDXL-II-C60
UDXL-II-C90

The Clemmon's University Computer Center
Has Immediate Openings! (No, not that kind,
we need employees.)

Can you keep good records,
diaries or printouts of
customers?

3.30
4.60
!.. . 3.30
4.60

ANDERSON MAUL.
ANDERSON, S.C
STORE PHONE

29621

SOS 236-8728

I
LW& DOZEN
NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS
University Square Mall Clemson
123 By-pass Seneca
Next door to Seneca Clothing

Fresh Donuts Daily,
Pastries, Cookies,
Brownies, Bread

CAKES FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Please Order 24H RS. I n Advance

If so, then you may be just the person we are looking
for. Bring a list of your qualifications and past employment history to the Clemmons Computer Center.
dfcf

Phone 654-4400

nw

(Don't wait long, you may end up in New Orleans.)

-Hours8:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M. AAon.-Sat.

Coffee-Tea-MilkJuice-Soft Drinks
654-6827 Clemson
882-0011 Seneca
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Homedumping Queen attacked
by diseased soccer player

I.i

<

It was recently learned by an investigative Buzzard reporter
that our Homedumping Queen, Shame Weathersall, has contracted a horrible disease. Bitten by a rabid soccer player,
Weatherall now turns into a hideous Wereweatherwolf every time
she is mooned.
A Buzzard photographer, recently on assignment with J.K. at
the lagoon dykes, captured Weathersall's change when she was
mooned by a passing Moonpie.
At first Weathersall appears only humored by the exposed
flank of Moonpie. But suddenly (see frame two), we see a change
beginning to take place. That sweet, sweet smile is replaced by a
forming snarl.
By frame three, we see that hair is beginning to form on her
palms and hands. Her mouth is jutting forward as the palate expands forth. Her teeth grow some three inches long, as her mouth
swells to provide room for them (see frame four).
Also in frame four, the back begins to hunch as her body begins
to get ready to attack on all fours. The eyes begin to slant (some
say the soccer player had an oriental background). Also, the hair
begins to friz. Outward pressure from within her head starts.
By frame five, the change is completed. The expanding
pressure within her head becomes intense. The eyes roll forward
in a last, desperate attempt to overcome this demon that has
taken control of her helpless soul. Trying to hold back a yelp, the
Wereweathersall begins torturing herself by ear pulling. But it
does no good.
Seconds later, the Wereweathersall was bounding up the dyke,
chasing our Buzzard photographer. Fortunately, the Buzzard
reporter looked amazingly like the stupid government vice president, and scared the weareweatherwolf off. "I'll be back," she
snarled as she carried off J.R.'s shorts.
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BUZZARD
Stupid Nurses host abortion clinic in freezer
The Student Nurses Association held an
impromptu abortion clinic last week in the
meat refrigerators of the P and A building.
The clinic, held under the watchful eye
of Gurli Labitchy, dean of the weaning college, lasted well into the night, as dozens of
Clemmons coeds turned out for the "services." Many spectators, who had
gathered at the freezer doors, speculated
that the number of girls had increased
since the abortion clinic last year, because
of the increase in dorm visitation hours.
Fanning Blomax, director of low-rent
housing at Clemmons, agreed with that
assertion. "Yes, it's just as we predicted.
Give them longer hours to mess around
and they'll end up blowing it and having
babies. I just don't understand it."
Blomax also caused a small disturbance
when he told the nurses that they would
have to cut off the artificial breathing apparatus and circulating coat-hanger
machine because they use too high a
voltage. "I'm terribly sorry, but you can't
expect me to change the rules just because
students' lives are at stake. Why, last
week, I personally unplugged a kidney
dialysis machine in Johnstone Hall. Imagine, thinking you can use a machine that
uses more than 15 volts of electricity."
According to one spokeswoman for the
nurses association, upwards of 50 girls
came in with problems and left them
there. "We've been really pleased with the
turnout. Considering we used our own

THE STUPID NURSES Association prepares for the abortions as concerned fathers
look on.
tables and silverware from Hardcore
Blue-Light Special, at only $63.68).
Commons, we saved a lot of money. We
This mass of coeds using the three-toasked the girls to bring their own coat
four month special apparently resulted
hangers and vacuum cleaners. Those who
from extra-curricular sex which occurred
did were allowed a 34 per cent discount."
over the Christmas holidays. But no one
• The nurses association netted some
was quite sure why. A Buzzard sample of
$4000 dollars from the operation. "The cost
several of the clinic's patients revealed
varied from $25.58 for a pregnancy less
different answers.
than 48 minutes along, to a high of $126.78
"My boyfriend promised me something
for a Dregnancy over 8y2 months," said
big and wonderful for Christmas," said
"Butch" Labitchy. Many fell within the
one;
three-to-four month period (which was the

IS YOUR CAMERA
GETTING THE BEST OF YOU?

Another revealed that she also received
an unwanted present in her stockings the
night before Christmas. "It was awful,"
she grinned.
But the majority said they had become
so upset by Clemmons' loss in the Gooter
Bowel that they had turned elsewhere for
entertainment. "Heck, yeah," said one
distraught coed, standing in the lobby of
the Holidip End. "I was so bored that I left
after the first quarter. I came back to my
room for entertainment.''
Another coed, leaving the clinic wearing
a paper bag over her head, was assumed to
be a Clemmons cheerlipper by some. A
Buzzard reporter on the scene noted that
she kept saying something about "being
beautiful on the inside, too."
Cornered by our reporter, she removed
the bag and revealed that she was, indeed,
a Clemmons cheerlipper. "I just don't
understand how it could have happened,"
she sighed. -"Fuller Brush Man just kept
saying something about wanting to have
one good performance in Jerksonville
before he left. The next thing I knew he
was making an illegal shift — and then it
was all over."
All in all, it was noted that the clinic was
once again a huge success. "Yeah, we'd
like to do it again next year. Maybe Clemmons can even get to the Buger Bowl next
year. I can just imagine all the things people could bring back from New Orleans,"
concluded Labitchy.

-/burdough>
FREE ON
CAMPUS DELIVERY
5 PM - 10 PM
Dial 654-6895

Are your fashions a little old fashioned?
Are people appalled at your apparel?
If so, then we can help
You can show off those Florida tans with clothes from our new Spring
lounge wear or our selection of sundresses. We also have "easy-sew"
fabric for your own creations.

Come by and see us anytime between 9:30am to 5:30pm.
Swirl Boutique
Clemson Shopping Center
654-3571

1
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Pitch in! Clean up!

(Maybe even win some cash)
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Budweiser Announces 1978 National College "Pitch In!" Week
(April 10-16)
Get up a group and Pitch In! You can help improve the
environment around your college and have a shot at
one of five $1,000 first place, five $500 second place,
or five $250 third place educational awards, courtesy
of Budweiser and ABC Radio.

i

Any college, university, or approved organization
(fraternities, sororities, campus groups, etc.) is
eligible to participate. Just return the coupon
for rules and "Pitch In!" Week program kit.
Competition void where prohibited by law.

I
KING OF BEERSS • ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC • ST LOUIS

Pitch this in the mail!
To College Pitch In! Week Desk
c/o ABC Radio Network
1330 Avenue of the Americas New York, New York 10019
Please Rush College "Pitch In! Week program kit
Name
College
Address
City

State

Organization on Campus

Zip

■

■.'--
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TWO FRIENDS
Anderson Mall
Featuring:

Levi, HIS, Wrangler,
Male
Jeans and Sportswear

-Hmi^E^?
balance the university budget and avoid bankruptcy, Clemmons
torS h
S
fe,a^eeud ? 8*U Sick Hal1' one of the older campus landmarks. Stu
y
re sldent
w?=i^ P „
Mich L. Bichley suggested the sale in a resolution of his
0b
tire^ sS,fraPCw1f
v?
^r C- ?eadwords. Clemmons president, claims that the enU1
wmi^u
"* auct!°.ned ~ either ln f«» or in part. Real estate agent Dr.
h
William Haanha presents his latest listing. So far, the only offer for the buildinc
M ldln
cZer/T
°
? ?°le Nati°nal Dan<*halls, and Co., who plans ta, ££S£$
n
"l!e afea mt0 a camPus discotheque. The old student bank, located
downstairs, will serve as a dance floor and bar.

BARELY MAKING ENDS MEET?
Call us for best rates on resume photos—dancesglamour posters—What's yours?

I'll Have A Beer

Oh Forget It

BASHNAN STUDIO
Downtown Clemson
654-5883
882-3661

yburdouoh>
FREE ON
CAMPUS DELIVERY
5 PM - 10 PM
Dial 654-6895

d

READ ANY
GOOD
BOOKS
LATELY?
We've got all the books you've never heard of but wished you had!!
Like that all time favorite "Siteseeing in Florida" by
Hardly Hell
"How to win friends and influence IPTAAY" by Pink
Parka
"How to make more money with your local university
computer" by I. M. A. Whoopee
AND for you guys who still refuse to study we carry those good
ole CLIFF'S NOTES (in case you weren't able to see over Cliff's
shoulder last week in class)
And for all you eggheads we carry some really great technical
books about SOLAR ENERGY. You may even find a book about
how to make an Atom Bomb! (It would be great for getting rid of
that guy next door with the loud stereo)
If you just can't find enough to occupy your time we've got
some great midnight snacks like "THE HOBBIT", "COMA", and
that all time favorite "THE BOOK OF LISTS.;'

Come on down and see us in the Mini Mall

THE OPEN BOOK

Tradior Tates, that proud and famous businessman
from the Clemmons community, proudly announces
the opening of his new business downtown:

Tates Bail Bonding Company
Do you want to be barred from
your favorite sport?
Do you want to become a real
'eager "9
Do you want to go from ACC to
CCI?

If not, you'd better check out Tates Bonding Company. Located
conveniently near the Clemmons Poleice Department in a small
shady office closet.
'
Tradior Tates has much experience in the bail bonding field and
counseling areas:
He personally handled Skip the league Wise's recent court encounters in which Wise pled "No lo Steale" to charges of Monte
Carlo theft.
He handled Warren Ratface's charges of watermelon theft
which led to Ratface's suspension from the Gooter Bowel team
He personally handled Pizza King Rome's defense in connection with stuffing ballot boxes charges.
If he handled all these cases with ease, he can handle your's too. So the next
time you get the urge to swipe that Zig- get's package, remember: You ask for it,
you II get it,-Tafes Bonding Service. Dial 654-CAGE.

•
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BUY ONE

/

IANCHO

GEY ONE IEEE
The sancho is a soft flour tortilla covered with meat, garnished with
cheddar cheese, lettuce, slices of tomato, your choice of sauce,
and rolled and heated.

i
l>'

(tttt

Limit one coupon offer per customer
Offer expires:
March 29, 1978

Clemson, So. Carolina

IN AN EXCLUSIVE Buzzard photograph, famous Clemmons writer J.R. takes his
daily gallop along the dike while being pursued by two gorgeous bathing beauties.
J.R., the subject of a recent national magazine article, says he has found the additional publicity hard to handle but he has learned to grin and bare it.

If not,
Dial 654-6990
;',..■;

Italian mures
all the time.

■i
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Buzzard Happenings

President takes dive
Richard Silverfishnewt, the ex-president of the Pixie Skydivers,
was forced to retire last semester. Silverfishnewt came under attack
for putting students in the trees and giving off noxious gases in the
airplane. He was also charged with leaving the aircraft 15 seconds
late and then plummeting like a rock. (The "Flying Buzzards" additionally accused their former leader of never driving his Dotsoon
and of shouting instructions like "flair" through a megaphone.) This
photo was taken of Silverfishnewt just 30 seconds before he retired
permanently.

dan Yw
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FOUR PAWS

Fireman arrested
Poleice Chief Smack Weed apprehended and arrested several men
at the Fat Cat's establishment earlier this semester. The criminals,
donned in black rubber suits and helmets, were charged with
speeding, fire truck theft, disturbing the peace, and double parking.
Fat Cat's owners pressed for the additional charges of trespassing
and breaking and entering.
Pictured here, the chief escorted the two main conspirators of the
incident away, known by their fellow cohorts as "Oatmeal" and
"Stumpy." After taking care of the offenders, the poleice then worked on the problem of the double-parked fire vehicle. Chief Weed
ordered his men. "Fire or no fire, vou still have to move that truck!"

the
tiger pussycat
sporting shoppe,
unlimited

SALE

Don't call us, We'll call you.

The TALL ONE says: Thank you for your patronage. Here's this
week's giveaways.
(a) Our choice offering: 20!; off on one slightly used soccer
player-for football use only.
Hurry, this one will go fast.
(b) Several special discount tickets for a dream vacation to Omaha. See Coach Billie "We'll Never Do
It" Willingham.

Get The News
Firsthand!
Don't rely on back alley rumor or a
nebulous student-run publication. Hop on
down to My Friend's Newsstand and read
the leaders in yellow journalism, who
confuse the words of authoritative
sources, such as the poor joker on the left.
Pipes, tobacco, cigarettes, magazines,
and games are also available.

(c) Several abused off-probation Monte-Carlos. Real Cheep. May be see in at Curly Fuzzter's lot,
where someone dumped them on him. Any time between 3:00 a.m. and3:01'a.m.
(d) Several copies of Hensley the Innocent's sequel to his once famous book: "I didn't know about
it"-entitled "I didn't do it. "Specially autographed introduction by Tricky Dicky Dixon.
(e) Souvenir Gator Ball Tickets-slightly used, real cheep at $1000.00 each. Only members of the
faculty are eligible for this sale.
<*
(f) Limited number of S. A. Tee answer sheets and cuss words. See General R. C. Nightingales if you
are a disqualified jock. (Both males and femals acceptable.)
(g) The trading post: Wanted someone to trade one, just please one, state championship trophy for
three slightly used Juca national trophies. Contact Annie Dribble at any time. Day or Nite.

U
My Friend's Newsstand
College Avenue

■I X B i

We are not responsible for the lack of stock and the pooor humour exhibited above.
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The Buzzard Presents

The Rest Of 1978 Campus Beautiei
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es Calendar and Bird Cage Liner

Miss June
"Buns Galore"
Sponsored by
Weight Watchers

Miss May
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Sponsored by
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Miss November
"Kitty Litter"
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Miss July
'Flushing Susan"
Sponsored by
Stupid Affairs
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Miss December
"Closet Queen"
Sponsored by
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KAA's have dance-a-thon for improvements

I
*•

The Clemmons University
Universitv KAA
Disorder (KILL ALL AFRICANS) held a
dance-a-thon last week in hopes of raising
enough money to turn Clemmons into a
private institution of lower learning.
According to KAA president Filton Hate,
the Disorder wanted to show its distrust
for all Africans at Clemmons. "We are
merely upholding the high moral standards that have always been practiced by
the great Southern 'gentlemen' of our
disorder. People like Lee Harvey Oswald,
James Earl Ray and John Wilkes Booth
have all contributed to our understanding
of this social problem, and have, therefore,
been recently inducted as honorary
members."
Besides inducting the new members,
brothers of the Disorder danced for some
20 hours in hopes of raising money for
future projects. "We want to go out and
buy the very best white athletes money
can buy," said one brother. "Who the hell
cares if we never would win any ball
games? At least we could invite them to
come over to the brat house for supper.''
A local band, Hitler's Mother, played for
theEO-hour dance. Several of the couples
appeared tired after shagging for three
hours without sitting down, but many
persevered. "We're not just at Clemmons
for an education," said one. "We're here to
socially mature."
But the marathon was not without its
commercial aspects. Merchants from
downtown Clemmons set up booths and
refreshment stands around the Stupid
Union blameroom where the dance was
held. It was reported that some 238 pairs of
topsiders were sold during the event. A

reDorter. who interviewed the
Buzzard reporter,
topsider representative to Clemmons, Slip
Shod, reported that 238 was slightly above
average for one week with the KAA's.
Another local drycleaner also reaped the
rewards of the dance-a-thon. "After every
song, I'd get 26 pairs of khakis to press.
And, of course, I always get 35 sets of
sheets to clean later."
But the merchant who seemed to be doing the best business was Red from the
downtown YMCA barbershop. "Yeah," he
commented, "this dancing must really
make their hair grow fast. They just kept
getting back in line as soon as one of their
hairs touched an ear."
Red, who has been cutting KAA's for
years, reminisced on the history of some of
the brothers: "This is such a great group
of boys. I mean, just look at them. They
haven't changed one bit in 20 years. Why, I
can remember when some of these tykes
came in my shop when they were only six,
and were just as prejudiced then as they
arenow. It's just refreshing!"
Prizes were awarded in several
categories. Adolf White picked up first
prize in the spear-stealing contest. "I just
got a pass key from the housing office and
rummaged through the soccer players'
rooms while they were scavenging through
the dipster dumpsters," he admitted.
"There was a lot of really good spears and
voodoo dolls, but I just picked out the
best."
KAA brother Marvin "Splat" Roadrunner picked up the first-place prize for roaddriving ability. Splat, who has run down
some 14 old black men thus far this
semester, attributed his winnings to his
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THE KAA LITTLE sisters were only one of the groups who participated in last
week's KAA dance-a-thon. Plans are now being made for an arsenic mixer and a
lynch-a-thon.
unusual night vision. "I can spot 'em
KAA's will sponsor this year. "We're plananywhere, anytime," he boasted. (Splat
ning an arsenic mixer with the AKA's, and
also picked up 10 bonus points for running
perhaps a march on the Hillel banquet
down wheelchair-confined black widows.)
next week. Also, we are planning a lynchPresident Hate emphasized that this
a-thon to be held later this year. But right
marathon is not the only social event the
now, we're kind of 'hungup' on that idea."

Guitars and Banjos 25% OFF!!
During GRAND OPENING SALE at

THE

FIFTH

RING

MUSIC SHOP

(NEXT TO THE MARKETPLACE IN ANDERSON)
LESSONS IN
GUITAR AND
BANJO

REGISTER FOR
A $300 GUITAR
TOBEGIVEN
AWAY DURING
GRANDOPENING

GUITARS,
BANJOS, MANDOLINS,
ELECTRICGUITARS,
AMPLIFIERS,
ALLACCESSORIES

THE FIFTH STRIHG110MIRACLE MILE PLAZA, ANDERSON
1305 LAURENS ROAD, GREENVILLE

I

The big galoon on the right is not a walking case for genocide, he's our co-manager, Zack Zamansky. He and his lovely co-hort are arguing over how much to discount our fine stereos. They
should decide when that pitcher in the middle is emptied for the third time, which means better
values for you.

DON JONES STEREO
110 Sloane St.
Clemson

'.
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Why drive out of town
to get took?

You will buy your paperback
books from me

OR I'LL JUMP OFF
THIS LEDGE
'See me soon or see me squashed."
All paperback books Vz price or less
All hardbacks SO"!

THEBOOKCELLAR
101 Earle St., downtown
Phone 654-3603

Jimmy Cook (the one who smiles) and
Don Gibbs (the old curmudgeon) can
save you all that time to start with,
plus all (the cussing out) time you
can handle, quicker at

DON'S TIRES
103 N. Clemson Ave.
654-5072

P.S. If some broad answers, don't
tell our wives.

Tom Clemmons 's skelton stolen
MEET OUR EXECUTIVE STAFF:
Hard as it may be to believe, the two creatures above run our show. They attempt to make sales,
service your bike and keep the grime level to a minimum, but they don't do windows.

I brothers'
bicycles of clemson
Come See The Quality
Your Money Can Buy

*NJFRODf1irU£K

downtown
phone 664-6821

Stale of the art.

The grave of Tom G. Clemmons, founder of rural Clemmons Cow College, was robbed during Christmas holidays, according to vice president for underdevelopment Stan
St. Nicholas.
The culprits who made off with the bones of Clemmons have notyet bem caught^ according to Poleice Chief Smack Weed. "We are investigating the horticultural depart
ment, though," stated Weed. Poleice believe the bones were stolen to be ground into
fertilizer for use in the ornamental gardens.
The gravesite located in front of the student union building, is being left in ruin and
plans Ire to leave it that way. The reason for this, explained vice president for
students having affairs, Wally Crocks, is "to keep those young whipper-snappers
from forgetting the fine man who made all this possible. By leaving that ugly hole in a
prominent place, we're not going to give them a chance to forget the man who used to
be buried there."

Fat Cat's Disco and Bar-B-Q proudly presents:
^w^-* Mtm^MXOk
TheMolatov Cocktail Happy Hour
Music by Nero's Finest
and Mrs. O'Leary's Cow
We have just received word from our employers that
something may happen to our restaurant next Tuesday afternoon. Having just triple-insured our building against fire, we
are now having a big Bar-B-Q sale.
ALL THE OPEN FLAME COOKED BAR-B-Q YOU CAN EAT
FOR $1.25.
Come on out. Tonight is greek night and we're just burning
to get more business.
Why fight the crowds of all those downtown bars? We're
located right next to the highway so that you can make a
quick escape, and we are over two miles from the nearest
fire hydrant. Quick, convenient parking for hook and ladders.
Don't miss our big salvage sale planned for next week.
We'll just be smoldering with bargains. If you need a hot bar,
come see us.

i

■
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Buzzard Bulletin
LOST: One red-and-whjte Chevy in the commuting parking lot. Last seen being driven by a
man that claimed to be a former head basketball
coach. He kept repeating, "I have to return all of
these Monte Carlos before I get another job." If
found, please return to Gauldin Hall, Clemmons
Mooniversity.
WE CONGRATULATE last week's most worthless pinball player, Slup Clubby. Slup scored
only 25 points on five balls while playing the
"The Warm Southern Sandy Ocean Breeze and
Car Wreck" pinball machine. Slup will receive a
"Got Used by the Steel Ball" t-shlrt, along with a
permanent ban from the Stupid Union
gameroom.
FOR SALE: Used parachutes from the Pixie
Screwdrivers. Besides a few gaping holes and
some blood stains, they are in perfect condition.
Great for room decorations or for jumping off
Johnstone or the high-rise dorms. Call Army
RATC or the president of the drivers, Smash "No
Chute" Wilson.

THE RUSSIAN Roulette Club will hold its
monthly meeting Tuesday night behind the Y. All
members are reminded to bring their own .38
caliber pistols. Please do not load your weapons
before coming to the meeting; that takes all of
the fun out of playing the game, cheater! The
club roll is now 16 — excuse me, 15.1 forgot about
our last meeting. New members will not be accepted until next semester when the club is
started all over. This is a Stupid Union-sponsored
club.
THE COW PIE Club will have its annual dig
and barbecue on Saturday in or behind the Cow
Barns. AH members are requested to bring their
own paper plates and spoons. All persons who eat
at Hard-to-Eat Hall are invited to attend, since
they eat the stuff all the time anyway.
FOR SALE: One pair of Figi cowboy-andIndian pajamas. Asking $.50, but willing to
negotiate. Call 9900.

ARE YOU HUNGRY? Do you have a craving
for that big, juicy pepperoni pizza? Then call
Stanelo's Pizza-and-Hot Dog Joint. We have
quick delivery, even though we dribble the pizzas
off our feet and Into the street. Our hot dogs are
sure to please with Conradshire sauce. This
delivery includes a boy who throws the food
behind his back. Be sure to vote for the most
useless basketball players in the nation in the
Stanelo's Basketball Classic Contest. The five
highest votegetters will play against the champions of the eight-year-old Y-league. We request
that you do not vote for the Clemmons starting
five; they have been used enough this year.
WANTED: Four Gooter Bowel tickets — oops!
Sorry, I forgot. Who won the game? Paper bags
on their heads? You got to be kidding!
WANTED: Old, senile Chinese cook. Must be
able to cook Egg Foo-Yung, egg rolls, egg pies,
Easter eggs, and all the other traditional Chinese
dishes. Must also be willing to do laundry. Inquire at the President's Home, Clemmons
Mooniversity.

Computer crime figured out

»<<

Clemmons' illegal counselor, Ensign Big
Dipit, completely, categorically, emphatically, utterly, and definitely denied
last week that there was any wrongdoing
whatsoever involved in the sex-scandle
that has rocked Clemmons' computer
center recenUy.
"I want everyone to know that we are going to be as open with the handling of this
affair as we have been with every other illegal activity that has occurred at Clemmons in the last five years." In obvious
reference to the NCIA (Nazi Committee
for the Interrogation of Athletes) investigation last year, Dipit said, "We will
not be incriminated by the simple word of
23 employes, two dogs, the janitor and his
wife, and the computer center log. This is
purely circumstantial evidence."
However, midway thru his press conference, which was being held in Dipit's
permanent hotel room at the Holidip Inn, a
young lady, claiming to be a prostitute
under the control of former Clemmons
computer center director and head pimp,
Tussel Schweeps, bounded through the
door shouting, "Sugar Daddy, Sugar Daddy, where were you last night?"
Dipit quickly had her-seized by Clemmon's security guards.s. But the estranged woman kept screaming, "Punch that
Fortran, hit those buttons: computer girls
can keep you struttin'." Dipit disavowed
any knowledge of who the young lady was,
or what she does. "I don't know what
Cathy, er, whoever she was, was doing
here in my rented, er, permanent hotel
room."
In other related events, pill pusher and
IPTAAY platinum card holder, Uncle Tom

Lyncher, also denied any involvement in
the computer center sex scandle. Lyncher,
whose name appeared some five times on
the print-out listing "donations," said he
was flattered that anyone thinks he could
make the list five times. "I hope my wife
sees it," said Lyncher.
Sex was also denied by Clemmons
distructor "Bones" Skeleton. "I don't see
how anyone could think that I could be involved in this type of scandal. I wouldn't
dream of dealing in that kind of white
slavery. It's disgusting."
However, Skeleton added, "Now if you
need any other type corruption — say,
drinking or gambling — I'm the man to
see." Skeleton, who is part renter of the
Copulation, a local resort, could not
speculate on who might be involved.
Former computer director Tussel
Schweeps, exiled to New Orleans by Clemmons president R.C. Deadwords, told the
Buzzard in a university-paid-for telephone
call, that his sexy, sleazy, former Hustler
centerfold wife, Candy, had completely
reformed, and was not responsible whatsoever for the rampant sex orgies that
once frequented the IBM-3000 series.
"After she left the convent, she became
a changed person," said Schweeps, "The
rumor that she caused the computer to
blow its load 12 times is simply not true."
Yesterday, the Buzzard checked with
the State Law Evadement Depot (SLED)
and found that the investigation into the
computer scandal is widening. "We're
really starting to get into it now," said a
spokesman for SLED, "but it looks like
we'll need at least another 58 agents in
order to plug all the holes in the investigation."

WE PRINT ANYTHING! Yes, that's right anything! If you can say it we can print it. The
Uptown Classy-Clothes Man Bar and Grill has
just oodles and oodles of white t-shirts waiting to
be printed on. One letter is $25 dollars and every
letter afterwards only costs $50. Come on, fling a
little! Make your friends (mainly 1PTAAYS)
jealous that you spent more for your Clemmons
souvenir than they did. We now have a special on
Tiger-skinned Jackets from Florida for the
ridiculously low price of $34.03: Kind of original,
huh? Don't like to be reminded, do you?
THE CLEMMONS Forestry Freaks would like
to announce a special on Christmas trees. That's
right! We have many trees that were not sold
over the holidays, but we will let you take one off
our hands right now — for the low donation price
of $35, plus tax. Celebrate Christmas in March! I
can see all of you-nod innocently in approval. The
kids will be thrilled when they discover that Santa and the Easter Bunny will both come within a
space of three weeks. Order your tree today!

NEEDED: Do you like thrills and excitement'
Do you enjoy dealing with the unknown? Thw
become a food taster at Hard-to-Eat Hall. Ti,
new, never-before-used recipes. Be the first on
your hall to know what that is in the middle ol
your plate. (Is it alive or dead?) Inquire at Hard.
to-eat Hall, Clemmons Mooniversity.
WANT TO LIVE and work in the deep Congo'
Say you were a former soccer manager? Then
pick up a pencil and write Ib's Training Headquarters. You, too, can live with the naked
natives and thrill to daily feeding of one of them
to the lions. Say you haven't got rhythm? That's
okay. A few months in our grass hut and your
body will practically move with the native
drums. The address for Ib's is 1200 Roots Drive
Deep Congo, Africa. Sign up today, you animal
you!
WANTED: One good-looking stud with intelligence. Call Susan.
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Ghost of Parka hangs around old haunts

WE PRINT
SORORITY
T-SHIRTS
Clean, clear printing on
quality material
T-Shirts and More

College Avenue
************

like they were fumbled."
But last week came the most unsettling
occurence for Zorbeen. "I was just getting ready to close up for the night. Things
had been quiet, too quiet. Then, slowly, a
misty figure began to appear. I recognized
it immediately as the ghost.
His nose formed first like a misty
banana. Then the rest of him — bumbling
and fumbling over my magazine rack. He
came toward me, drawling 'Two and nine,
Three and six, the curse of Parka always
sticks,' and 'We have too many injuries,
and one game does not a season make.'
"He began to cover all of my books with^
ice cream, chanting the whole time one 01
his old football slogans, 'One-two-threekick, one-two-three-kick.' I was
despearate. I made the sign of a first
down, something the ghost had never seen
before, and said, 'Leave, you accursed
ghost! The power of winning football compells you!' This upset him so that he
vanished."
Zorbeen said that this gave him an idea.
"I called in a professional ghostbuster to
chase the ghost away. It took him a long
time, but he convinced the ghost to get on a
bus and go to Jerksonville to see the
Gooter Bowel.
I'm sorry he did that. People have been
getting on my case about it. They said they
could see his ghost floating around the
stadium (although it might have been the
blimp). He was tipping passes, tripping
players, causing fumbles — just like the
good old days."

"I'll be ruined, utterly ruined," moaned
Abe Zorbeen, Jr., owner of My Friends
Newstand. "If this keeps up, not only will
my business be wrecked, but my nerves as
well."
Zorbeen does, inde<"i have a proh
His business is goin&
.iie drain and
taking his sanity with it — and it's all
because of the Ghost of Pink Parka. "He
haunts my store," moaned Zorbeen, owner
of the former Pink Parka's Losing
Scorebored, the Yugurt Poodle Parlor, and
countless other business endeavors.
"It's the curse of Pink Parka," wept Zorbeen. "Anything he ever touched turned
into a loser. I had heard that he put a curse
on this building when he left the school, but
I just laughed. Now I have his ghost
wandering all around the place, tripping
over displays.
"It's not bad enough that he cursed
anyone who ever tried to open a business
here." He moaned, "His ghost is here in
prison. Late at night, when there's no one
here (a typical scene since the ghost showed up), I hear voices, ghostly voices,
moaning, 'two scoops of chocolate; how
about some ice cream?; special today—the double-dip from the King Dip.'
"At first, I thought it was just my imagination; I soon learned better," Zorbeen
sighed regretfully. "While a moaning
voice rasped out, 'We are a team near
greatness,' an unknown force picked up
models, newspapers, and other items in
the store and dropped them. It looked like
they weren't really dropped. It was more
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IGENE BANKS CLEMMON 3 ASKETB ALL SCHOO
. Tired of being used by your opponents?
Sick of being used by 5' €" centers with
broken legs? Are your fans and supporters
looking through the want ads for a new
coach? You may be trying—but with the
team you have, you need miracles!
NOW...YOUR PROBLEMS ARE SOLV-

ED ! Gene Banks proudly presents his own
secret success formula. That's right, the
ACC Rookie of the Year now tells you how
your players can improve their averages
by AT LEAST 10 points a game ... without
ever breaking into a sweat!
It's so simple, you'll wonder why you

"I'd love to play them every day if
I could." (Gene Banks, ACC
Rookie of the Year.)
"They

sure

saved my job."

(Crank McLiar, Head Coach at
USC.)

' WHERE LOSERS

did. ' think of it before! Championships!
NII :ds! They're all yours for the asking.
All it takes is 25* and 80 minutes of your
time each year.
You'll see the difference immediately!
Unwanted losses melt away, replaced by
strong, healthy, "I-want-more-money-to-

coach" wins.
Sound amazing? Too good to be true?
Just listen to what some of our satisfied
customers say about the Gene Banks
School of basketball improvement at
Clemmons:

"There are seven — well, make
that six — ACC teams good
enough for post-season play."
(Dumb Smuth, Head Coach at
UNO
"I wish we couldplay them now."
(Juan Valdez, captain of the
Venezuelan Nationals.)

BECOME WINNERS It

>>:!

t

w
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Clemmons team thrown out of bowel
ticket mishap held at fault
"I don't know how it happened," moaned
Clemmons coach Hardley Hell, following
his team's 93-3 lacing at the hands of the
Spittsburgh Spittons in the 1977 Gooter
Bowel. "There was a lot of administrative
errors."
Hell, wearing a paper bag over his head
to hide his identity from drunken mobs of
irate IPTAAY fans roaming the streets of
Jerksonville, was discussing the fact that
his football players were not allowed to
enter the Gooter Bowel, because they
didn't have any tickets.
"Apparently, the ticket office failed to
reserve any passes for the players," Hell
moaned. "They had plenty of them for
B.C. Enamena and all those other IP-

TAAYS, and they even managed to get the
students seats in the parking lot and the
tops of the light towers, but do they come
up with team tickets?
"I tell you," Hell continued, "it's times
like these that I'd just up and quit. So what
if I was chosen coach of the year in the
ACC (Always Choke in the Clutch). I could
always start selling ice cream or used
cars. I know I can do that. Shoot, every
coach out of Clemmons has proven that he
can sell cars, anywhere from Arkansas to
Buffalo."
"How were we supposed to know?" complained ticket manager Buck Private
Duke Abmose. "Everyone was complaining about their tickets at once. Folks were

griping because we let the $3 million IPTAAYS have all the tickets they wanted.
The tickets had to come from somewhere.
"So what if we took the tickets from the
football team? We never promised folks
that they'd see a game — just whatthey'd
get seats. Besides, we didn't think the
team would want to be bothered by
anything like a silly old bowel game when
they could go to Sea World and fish off the
pier, or go to the dog races.
In fact, after the game, I think I saw a lot
of players heading for the pier with lots of
lead weights in their pockets. At least I
think it was the team. It was hard to tell.
They all had paper bags over their heads."
"Well, we knew that a few of the people
in the stands might get a little perturbed if
we didn't have a team show up," commented Clemmons athletic defector
Hensley McTellumdifferent. "So we decided to arrange for a team to show up. Our
first choice, was the Mauldin High School
Band. They were already there, and in an
early scrimmage, they almost beat our
team at ring toss. That's quite an accomplishment, considering how many
cone heads we have on the team.
"Then we started getting complaints
from some people down here in the Jersey
Athletic Supporter Center. Soccer coach
U.R. Modest started whining about how he
had promised his players that they would
go somehwere this winter and that now he
had nowhere for them to go.
"To preserve unity at Jersey and save
money, since modest already had
chartered camels to go to the soccer finals,
we decided to go ahead and let the soccer

team play at the Gooter Bowel. The only
problem was that when they went down
there, nobody told them that they were
playing football instead of soccer. "If they
had kicked the ball around against Brown
like they did in Jacksonville, they would
have won the soccer finals without- any
trouble.
"It really surprised me that anybody got
upset," McTellum commented. "We really
didn't think that anyone would notice the
difference. Shoot, two years ago, the entire
team under formaer coach Pink Parka
quit, and we had the soccer team play the
whole football season. They did a real good
job of kicking the ball around then, too."
When informed that there was no possi
ble way that the soccer team could ever
beat Spittsburgh, McTellumdifferent said,
"Well, we knew that. We knew that we
would go in there and lose. That's one ol
the big Clemmons traditions we had to
keep up. If anybody knows anything about
losers, it's me."
"Is that what the problem was?" Hell
mused when told that his team was actual
ly the soccer team. "So that's why they
never would grab passes. They kept kick
ing the ball, instead.
"They did kind of look at me funny when
I told them to go out there and fight," Hell
noted. "They kept saying something about
playing like they did in St. Louis. We never
had a game in St. Louis. It wasn't until I
saw all those camels in the locker room
that I got suspicious.
"When I got back to the team's motel, 1
told my boys not to be sorry, that we

OFFICIALS OF THE Gooter Bowel were on hand to welcome the team. When asked
how they liked the boys from Clemmons, one official said, "Delicious!''

BONANZA
SIRLOIN
PIT
123 By-Pass
Seneca
Offers all Clemson Students
THE TEAM PRACTICED hard for its first appearance in the Gooter Bowel in some
time. Here two team members practice, showing there was nothing Mickey Mouse
about team preparations.

10 /o Discount on Meals
7 Days a week

For Special favors
for any occasion,
call the
Clemson House
and ask for

Martha Barnes
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FOLLOWING THE GAME, members of the team gathered at the rear exit of the
Gooter Bowel to have a team picture made. As one team member said, We 11 be
played a hard game. All the paper bags "We wouldn't go back there on a bet," Hell
turned to look at me, and, in one of the moaned. "Besides, we already seen
most profound things that I've ever heard, everything down there.
"I understand the Shriner Bowel is cona player said, with tears streaming out of
his bag, "Coach, can we go to Disney sidering asking us. I think we'd like that.
We'd get to ride around in them little cars
World now?"
Hell commented that he was expecting and watch Shriners fall down drunk. Why,
his team to be invited to another bowel it would be just like being back in Dearth
next winter, though not in Jerksonville. Valley when the IPTAAYS come to town."

back. I wouldn't turn down a chance to see the dancing dolphins.
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IF THE ACTION was dull in the stands, just think how bad it was from the field.
Here Loser Browin can't help crying as the Tigres are pummeled.
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Stadium sinks,
students to blame

HORRIFIED STUDENTS GASP...

The Rats In Your Hall Deserve The Best!
Serve Cheese From Chez Cheese

;:

AS DEATH VALLEY stadium slowly sinks into the ground. No one knows why the
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We're at work
10 am to 7 pm Monday-Saturday
223 Pendleton Road
(near Landreth's Appliance)
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^ g0iDg t0 h3Ve to bring ***** own chalrs tX games

Work began again yesterday on the proposed Pink Parka Annex of Dearth Valley.
"There's nothing that can ^top us now,"
bragged athletic defector Hensley
McTellumdifferent.
"All the past difficulties are behind us,"
he boasted. "We had some problems, but
they've been worked out. Now there's
nothing to keep the stadium from being
completed on time—whenever that may
be."
The problems McTellum spoke of began
last fall when workers began to notice the
stadium was sinking. "I told them that it
was just their imagination," McTellum
noted. "Almost every year, things start
sinking around the Valley, especially the
team's won-lost record."
It wasn't until the always-tough Citadel
game that even McTellum noticed the

stands were indeed sinking. "I was watching a whole section of IPTAAYS slowly
sink. That's a lot of money to watch go
down the drain.
"What really upset me was seeing President R. C. Deadwords sinking with them.
As the ground swallowed, he made his
most touching speech ever—'This is the
greatest sinking stadium in the whole
world!'
"It's a good thing I wasn't in the section
with them," he grinned. "There was
enough blubber up there with all those
Gold Cards to make the stands go down
fast. If I had been there, nobody would
have had a prayer—just like the team in
Jerksonville—a quick, merciless finish."
When asked what was causing the
stadium to start sinking after such a long
time, McTellum moaned, "It's got to be
those students. They are all standing up

^••••••••••••••••••vc.%^****************

Do You Know Me?

You'd be surprised how many people can
forget after just a couple of years. They forget
that I brought this place so much attention
recently. I was a famous has-been coach. But
do people remember me? No.
They don't, that is, until I pull out my IPTAAY Depress card. Just one glance and they
know that I'm good for $20,000 a year and 120
Gooter Bowel tickets. With this card, I'm
covered, no matter how long I overpark. Great
for business, too. I was able to buy a whole
fleet of Monte Carlos with one.
Around here to be noticed, you have to be
rich. And believe me, nobody knows more
about handing out money than I do.
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"Psst.. .Wanna buy a hot ski?!"

C

SPORTING GOODS
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and cheering, staomping their feet, and doing all sorts of wild things. Not only are
they making the stadium sink, but they're
annoying the IPTAAYS who came to the
game to sleep off a good drunk.
"I guess that we're going to have this
problem as long as students have
something to cheer about;" McTellum
remarked. "That's why I was so glad to
see the last Tiger game down in Jerksonville. If they play like that here, nobody
will want to cheer, and we won't have to
worry about the stadium sinking.
Rumors, however, still abound as to the
real, untold reason for the sudden sinking.
One source stated that the secret IPTAAY
supply of bowel tickets, hidden beneath
Dearth Valley, was all that "was holding the

stands up. When all of the estimated
3,002,574 IPTAAY tickets were given out to
27 two-million-dollar IPTAAYS, the
stadium collapsed.
Another rumor noted that any plans
made by the athletic supporter department are 95 per cent hot air. Apparently
that's what the foundation for the annex
was—hot air. The weight of a new addition,
plus cheering fans, was too much for the
hot air to support.
Whatever the real cause, McTellum
noted that he had the perfect solution. "We
decided to keep all those people who jump
around and make noise out of Dearth
Valley. Now you might think that this is
aimed directly at Clemmons students, but
you're wrong. There's plenty of other peo-

ple who act like this at our games,
like...well...anyway, I think fencing has
come a long way at Clemmons and that's
all I have to say about the issue."
McTellum said that the working press
would be welcome to the games, but that
they would have to bring their own chairs
and, in case of rain, umbrellas. "We have
completed our beautiful, open-air and fullview press box. Now*if the game gets dull,
press people can look at the lake or the
graveyard."
McTellum did admit that students would
be allowed to sit on the dike surrounding
Lake Hartkill, "if they promised not to
jump around up there. We don't want the
dike busting. Everyone here at Jerkey is
all wet already."

"I always said Clemmons College was the best
shocker team in thecountry."

Nuts & Bolts

Jeans

Painters Pants

Khakis

Wood Stain

Mousetraps

Shorts

Rainwear

I

t

Hats

Overalls

Decals

T-Shirts

)

Belts

Sweat Shirts

Knives

Sweat Pants

i

Underwear

Tennis Shorts

Tools

Grass Seed
Socks

In a special interview with our spaced out Buzzard reporter, an equally
spaced out Dr. I. M. Modest, quoting from a volume of Tricky Dicky's
words of wisdom, said: "what we were doing wrong was that we were not
consulted about the shoes. Wait till next year, we will wear the right
shoes. The shoes should definitely do it. If not, we'll think of something
else.

DOWNTOWN

The mad arab is now better known as the "raging arab." He hates his
brown camel. As a matter of fact, he hates all things that are brown. He

does not permit his local friendly downtown sporting shopped io sell
brown footballs, brown warmups, or brown baseballs. Certainly no
brown soccer balls.
Back in November, brown got on the mad arab's nerves so much he
started talking to himself. Especially since no one would listen to him
then, especially the TALL ONE, who told him: quit talking-you should
have enough materials to publish that book that you have always been
talking about "how to tell everyone you are better than they are and how
to lose to them."
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Boom Boom leads team
to mediocre record
Coach Will Bilhelm announced that
Boom Boom Faulters, the ace bombed pitcher of the Clemmons Tiger baseball
team, will start the game this afternoon
against SMCILS (School for the Moderately Criminally Insane and Lefthanded
Shriners). "Our boys need the fielding
practice from Boom Boom's lousy pitching," Bilhelm stated.
"I am afraid that we will not have
enough baseballs to finish the game
because of all the balls that Boom Boom
will allow to be hit over the fence and into
the, lagoon," Bilhelm moaned. "We had
our budget cut because of the. tickets we
received to the Gooter Bowel, we almost
had to play in the fool thing since the football team didn't get any tickets," Bilhelm
explained.
He continued, "That's why we don't
have enough baseballs and we can no
longer afford any baseball socks, either.
"I was happy Boom Boom went to the
bowel because it helped him get used to
Clemmons being blown out," Bilhelm
smiled gleefully. "The team stays keyed
up when Boom Boom is on the mound
because base hits are flying around
everywhere," the Clemmons coach continued. Many times Boom Boom has
entered the game with a 10-run lead and
thrilled the crowd to a close-one-run game.
Faulter's downfall began when it was
realized that the Clemmons team could
blast his pitches all over the field. Coach
Bilhelm thought he was throwing easy pit-

ches on purpose. Boom Boom is personally
responsible for turning .154 hitters into .338
hitters without doing anything else but his
normal pitching.
Boom Boom has won the coveted Clemmons Bravery Medal every year he has
been on the team because, of all of the
slashing line drives he has had hit back at
him, time after time. He is the favorite pitcher of the opposing squads; every time he
throws a strike, they then cheer out of
sympathy.
After his career has ended, (this is1 his
eighth season with the team) the athletic
officials are not going to retire his jersey;
they are going to burn it. "If he doesn't
lose it today, he is sure to lose it against
our next opponent, SMU (Six Mile University)," Bilhelm cried softly.
After graduation, Boom Boom plans to
join the Clemmons Physical Plant and
become head of the Photosynthetic
Chlorophyll Oxygen Revitalizing and
Land-Erosion Control Fiber, UniformHeight Division (grass cutter). Boom
Boom had several other job openings, including a chance in major-league baseball.
"The Atlanta Braves were interested in
him; he plays that kind of ball," Bilhelm
cooed. "Boom Boom would fit right into
their plans because he is a get-bombedtype pitcher," he continued.
"He will probably get blown out in
everything he ever does; I just hope he
does not decide to become a dynamite
salesman in the near future," Bilhelm
gasped.
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CLEMSON VARIETY AND FRAME SHOPl
Custom Framing with Free Estimates
All Sizes Glass-Cut to Your Needs
Any Size Ready Made Frames
Craft, Needlework, and Macrame Supplies

STUDENTS
WELCOME
store hours 9:00-5:30
downtown 654-1723

THE
CORPORATION
semi-proudly presents
Try our Drink-of-the-Week

"The Hershey Squirt"

(wine and prune juice)
Guaranteed to free your soul!
The drink is free, but we will charge a $2.00 cover
at the bathroom door.
($1.00 if you can wait long enough
to show a student ID.)

|Q orporate
Cafe

THEBACKSTABBERS
March 16,17, and 18
Cover:
Thurs. $1.00 with student ID
Fri. and Sat. $2.00 with student ID

NOW SERVING
9:00pm-9:01pm

